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Many teachers ignore such systematic passes of classes, and this is incorrect.
Of course, studies, especially at the university, is a voluntary business, but teachers are kindly guilty
of students.
Many students of students are also blamed teachers and an increased burden on their "kids." So
how to understand this serious problem?
Errors of modern students
The wrong opinion on obtaining higher education may form, first of all, students.
The first mistake: the student believes that he has already fulfilled his most important thing - he
became a freshman.
And then how lucky! There is an erroneous opinion that the next five years will get to him on the
"freebie", and teachers, like teachers, will pull on good grades and run for negligent students.
Error Second: The student believes that missed pairs, especially practical and laboratory work, will
not need to work out.
At the end of the semester before the test week, it is suddenly clear that "debts, like silks," and also
the teacher does not bother his trap - visitors.
Third error: the student believes that in the end, I will take the teacher "Izmor" and he will put a test
or exam. This has a share of common sense, but not before the session. If, even during the
semester, teachers somehow come to contact with students and help their studies in every way,
then before the session often show their difficult character.
Errors of parents
Parents also do not always objectively assess the situation, try to blame someone, but always to
harm and justify their Great "child".
The first mistake: if the student says he goes to a couple, do not trust him for the word. It is best to
live according to the principle: "Trust, but check", even if he is offended.
At least parents will be aware of where their child goes, and where he spends their student time.
Well, if on pairs, but suddenly he will be a malicious skimmer? In such situations there is a chance to
fix something, and during the semester, and not before the session itself.

Error Second: If you called from the dean or just one of the teachers, you should not ignore such an
alarming signal, motivating this by the traditional phrase: "Adult, will understand."
Once still not figured out and launched the situation, it means not until the end of an adult, and
parental intervention is required.
The third error: you should not go about your child and agree that he himself disassembled with
learning problems. If the conflict has already occurred, and everyone knows about him, it is
recommended to eliminate it together, attacking the dean of all friendly family and demonstrating
their non-equations.
Bugs of teachers
Sometimes unwillingness to attend couples becomes a consequence of misunderstanding with the
teacher. In part, the faculty wine may be present: you should not be categorical.
Bug first: Ignoring students. Many teachers are deeply anyway, how many people visit his pairs.
They come to read their lectures and leave home, forgetting about work until the next day.
It is incorrect because the lack of control only increases the number of skills, respectively, the
student is fits fully unprepared to the exam.
Error Second: Friendly relationship. Of course, the teacher must find contact with the audience, but
also unnecessarily friendly relations with students in its case are also inappropriate. The absence of
a teacher's authority also becomes the main cause of systematic absenteeism, which for some
students over time becomes the norm.
Third error: Eternal screams and tyranny. If the teacher is a despot, then his pairs for students will
become a real emotional stress. To avoid eternal screams and complaints, students of universities
will delay the visit to the couple, and there before the session is not far away.
Accordingly, students are not always to study in absenteeism and reluctance.
In order to successfully finish the Higher Educational Institution, it is necessary to strive for the
"golden middle" that will increase the attendance of students and will qualitatively prepare them for
the upcoming exams.

